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Statement of Purpose: While great strides have been made in 
developing new biomaterials focused on nerve repair1, researchers’ 
efforts have been limited by a poor understanding of how neurons 
interact with their three-dimensional (3D) environment. Thus, the 
ultimate goal of peripheral nerve tissue engineering is to provide 
rationally designed alternatives to grafted tissue through a deeper 
understanding of the dynamic 3D interactions between neurons 
and their environment2. Neuronal signaling controls neurite 
outgrowth, and recent studies with non-neuronal cells 
demonstrated that signaling pathways are dramatically altered 
when cells are placed in a 3D matrix, with in vitro 3D 
environments being a better representation of in vivo systems3. To 
determine whether 3D culture alters signalling in neurons, we are 
currently culturing sensory neurons from mouse Dorsal Root 
Ganglia (DRG) in 2D and 3D collagen. We examined and 
quantified the outgrowth of neuronal projections and the expression 
levels of β1-integrin and focal adhesion kinase (FAK) and the 
phosphorylation of FAK. Our work has established that DRG 
neuronal signaling pathways and neurite extension and branching 
are altered in 3D as a response to the adhesion of the neurons to 
their surrounding matrix. The results from these studies will 
provide a foundation to design optimal biomaterials for the 
development of therapeutics for nerve repair and 
neurodegenerative disorders.  
Methods: DRG neurons were isolated from E13.5 mice according 
to established methods4. Dissociated neurons were seeded onto 2D 
collagen coated coverslips (~7 µg/cm2) at 1.5x104 cells/cm2 and 
within 3D collagen (1 mg/ml) gels (20 µl) at 5x105 cells/ml and 
cultured for 2 days. Cells were maintained in serum free medium; 
DMEM-F12 supplemented with 1X N2, 100 U/ml of 
Penicillin/Streptomycin, 20 mM of L-Glutamine and 50 ng/ml of 
NGF (reagents from Invitrogen). After fixation in 4% formalin, 
neurons were processed using immunohistochemistry for   
neuronal phenotypic markers, βIII-tubulin and NF160 (Sigma).. 
For analysis of integrin signaling molecules, the samples were 
incubated with primary antibodies directed against β1 integrin, 
FAK, FAKpY861 and FAKpY397 (BD Biosciences, Santa Cruz) 
following incubation with the appropriate fluorescently conjugated 
secondary antibodies (Jackson Immunoresearch) and subsequent 
confocal imaging (Leica SP5). For neurite outgrowth studies the 
image slices were reconstructed and analyzed using the 
Neurolucida system.. K-S statistical test was used to determine 
significance.   
Results: Immunocytochemical studies in 2D and 3D collagen 
indicate that β1-integrin signaling is altered in different dimensions 
(representative data, Fig 1). This is demonstrated by the punctate 
staining in 2D where larger complexes are seen on the cell’s 
surface of attachment in the location of point contacts. In 3D gels, 
there is a larger surface area for contact, better mimicking the in 
vivo environment. Integrin signaling pathway molecules are much 
more diffuse throughout the neuron in response to the cell adhesion 
to a surrounding 3D matrix. We note that the in the 3D matrix 
adhesions formed by the sensory neurons, FAK phosphorylation is 
dramatically altered at Y397 which can be demonstrated by the 
absence or weak immunoreactivity of this molecule in 3D (Fig 1). 

This is the first time signaling differences are established in 
neuronal cells in different presentations of the same substrate.  

 
Fig 1. DRG neurons pFAK immunoreactivity in 2D and 3D culture 

Branched structure analysis and Scholl analysis of DRG neurons 
show that neuronal morphology is altered between neurons 
cultured in 2D collagen surfaces or 3D collagen gels. There are 
significant differences in the number of neurites extending from the 
soma (p < 0.05) (Fig 2). Neurons cultured in 3D usually have a 
single neurite spanning in comparison to the two neurites 
elongating from the neuron cell body in neurons cultured in 2D. 
Also, neurons cultured in 3D seem to show a more bifurcated 
structure, by having a larger branching number, than those cultured 
in 2D (Fig 2). These differences, however, are not statistically 
significant (p > 0.05). No significantly differences in total or 
average neurite length were shown between sensory neurons 
cultured in different dimensions. 

 
Fig 2. Average number  of primary neurites and neurite branch number 

showed by DRG neurons cultured in 2D and 3D collagen (n = 34) 
Conclusions: The goal of this work was to demonstrate that 3D 
culture alters neuronal behavior by modulating neuronal signaling 
and neurite outgrowth. Our work so far has demonstrated that β1 -
integrin signaling pathways and neuronal morphology are altered 
when sensory neurons are cultured in 2D and 3D collagen 
matrices. Ongoing work focuses on quantifying protein expression 
via immunoblotting and using these findings to design synthetic gel 
scaffolds for nerve repair.  
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